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Service Management Software

for your business

Sunrise ITSM
Sunrise ITSM offers a range of services to support your IT and business operations

Service Desk:

Sunrise ITSM is a powerful and comprehensive Service
Management solution designed to manage processes,
events, and functions that impact on the effective
performance of the entire enterprise.
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IT Business Management:
Sunrise ITSM is fully equipped with everything
you need to manage service and support
functions. However, with IT departments
responsible for much more than just the
Service Desk, greater capabilities are required
from a modern Service Management platform.
A single platform enables you to take full control
of your IT operations and to offer exceptional
customer service, achieved through effective
operational performance.
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Service Desk

Incident Management

Service Request Fulfilment

Problem Management

Knowledge Management

Sunrise ITSM provides a flexible way to log, track and resolve
disruptions to your services – making Incident prioritisation a
breeze and lost issues a thing of the past.

Create and sustain your own published Service Catalogue from
a definitive, approved library of products and services. Sunrise
ITSM empowers your customers to manage the services
they need, at the time they need them, by making the Service
Catalogue available via Self-Service.

Problem Management is vital for ensuring that you get to
the root cause of underlying issues. Left unchecked, these
problems can have a significant impact on your resources
and your Service Desk team. Sunrise ITSM’s Problem
Management allows you to:

New requests can be made, and existing requests tracked
through the approval processes all the way to delivery.

• Automatically search the Problem database for issues while
investigating a customer’s Incident

Publishing and sharing knowledge across your Service Desk
ensures your customers receive a faster, more consistent
response, time after time. Tap into the knowledge of your
team and share information such as symptoms, causes
and resolution details in order to better resolve Incidents,
and track workarounds to Problems and Known Errors.

Sunrise ITSM will even look after your support inboxes so
you don’t have to. One incoming email may create an Incident,
while another can be used to add an update or even close it.
With Sunrise ITSM you’ll see an increase in first call resolution,
clear visibility of escalated issues and improved customer
satisfaction scores.

• Track the root cause for all Problems
• Reduce the impact of Problems by publishing known errors
and workarounds in the Knowledge Base

Having all your knowledge in one place will speed issue
resolution, enable new staff to acquire knowledge rapidly
and, if used with Self-Service, can decrease the number of
reported issues. Harnessing the knowledge within your
Service Desk team couldn’t be easier with Sunrise ITSM.

• Raise Change Requests to remedy underlying
structural Problems
From desktops, laptops, tablets and smartphones,
Sunrise ITSM allows your support analysts to
access the Service Desk on their preferred device,
any time of the day and anywhere they choose.
Sunrise ITSM is fully configured with a wide-range
of ITIL-based features that facilitate a high
performing Service Desk environment.

• Keep an eye on the financial impacts of Problems
and manage resource utilisation more effectively.
Effective Problem Management improves the way in
which you track and diagnose underlying issues; it provides
increased visibility and transparency, improved knowledge
sharing, and ensures more timely resolutions by feeding in
to an effective Change Management process.
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Sunrise ITSM will help you to manage a central store for all
configuration items be they hardware, software, IT services or
anything in between.

Service Level Agreements

Contact Management

Announcements

Keeping control of your Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) is a critical element of
successfully delivering against your Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) and ensuring
continued customer satisfaction.
Your customers demand a quality service and
all too often you need the statistics to back
you up. Sunrise ITSM allows you to:

Sunrise ITSM provides a centralised database
of information about contacts, the departments
they work for and the locations they’re based
in, so you’re never short of the right information
when they need your support.

Keeping everyone up to date with important
information is easy with Sunrise ITSM. Whether
it’s a simple announcement about service desk
opening times, changes to people and processes,
or information about service availability,
Sunrise ITSM lets you make announcements
to individuals, groups, or the entire company
via Self-Service.

• Set Service Level Agreement targets based
on defined priorities
• Automatically alert when your SLAs are in
danger of being breached
• Create a hierarchy of SLAs for preferred
customers and VIPs
• Report and analyse performance
achievement against Service Level targets
• Generate reminders of impending SLA target
failures and automate incident escalations.
Let Sunrise ITSM take the stress out of
tracking your performance.

Integration with Microsoft Active Directory,
or other LDAP servers, ensures that you won’t
need to duplicate their details.

Self-Service
Sunrise ITSM Self-Service empowers your
customers to help themselves by allowing end
users to see important service announcements,
log and manage their issues and requests,
access knowledge articles that enable them
to resolve simple issues themselves, or even
view future available training courses. All via a
simple-to-use browser-based interface, and on
any device they choose.
What’s more, there’s no new password to
remember as users can simply log in with their
domain credentials or automatically sign in
with single sign-on.
Self-Service will reduce calls to your Service Desk
team and ensure that your agents can handle
more urgent issues more efficiently, by allowing
your customers to access the Service Desk itself
instead of simply picking up the phone.
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Reward, recognise & motivate
your Service Desk team
Reward and motivate your Service Desk team
to improve customer service, resolve issues
promptly and become more productive using
integrated gamification techniques. Based
on common Service Desk statistics and Key
Performance Indicators, gamified support
processes ensures that your team stay
motivated and focussed on delivering the goals
of the business. From earning experience and
badges to competing in challenges against
their peers, gamification helps deliver a truly
rewarding support experience
Challenge, motivate and reward staff by making
them feel they are part of a larger objective
drives up standards, improves collaboration,
and helps share knowledge.
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IT Operations

Configuration Management
Database (CMDB)
Technologies that you manage on a daily basis.
Sunrise ITSM’s centralised Configuration
Management Database (CMDB) allows you to
keep track of your assets by linking configuration
items to people, departments, locations and
other services. Tracking the Incidents and
Problems that relate to each CI is simple, and
helps in assessing the impact of any Change.
Accurately understanding the technology that
you have, and the relationships that the asset
has with other technology and people, can
improve the quality of support and reduce
risk by providing a single source of truth to
rely on and refer to.

Change Management
Change is inevitable and relentless. Sunrise
ITSM contains comprehensive Change
Management capabilities allowing you to keep
on top of all of your Change Requests, from
the smallest to the largest, reducing the time
you take to roll out changes, and improving
the overall quality, communication and
effectiveness of the process.
Sunrise ITSM allows you to associate key
changes to existing Problems or Known Errors
and allocate multiple changes to release
packages for final testing and deployment.
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These services are designed to ensure
that each component of your IT Service
Management function can collaborate and
work together on a single platform.

You can more easily understand the impact of
Change using the consolidated CMDB, manage
Change blackout periods, and minimise the
risk of failed change by increasing
visibility across your teams.

Release Management
Through careful and controlled Release
Management processes, significant reductions
in costs can be seen, as well as improved
utilisation of your valuable IT resources.
This ensures a higher quality of each Release,
as well as an overall reduction of the length
of time it will take you to roll out.
• Tightly integrate with Change Management
processes, allowing grouping of packages
of work
• Track Release business case, scope and
Release readiness
• Verify, reject or approve Releases
• Track the total effort and cost expended
on each Release
• Create and link new Known Errors affecting a
Release as well as new Change Requests.
Sunrise ITSM’s Release processes will put you
in control on every step of your route to live
deployment for your packages of Change.

Product and Order Management
The management of orders for new IT equipment, following
requests from users or just simple asset recycling, is critical
to keeping on top of your IT estate. Gaining visibility of your
orders awaiting quotes, pending delivery or coming in today
ensures you can more accurately plan your daily activities.
Sunrise ITSM Order Management is tightly integrated
with both Product Management and the tracking of
Configuration Items. Tracking individual orders with
multiple order lines provides traceability to corresponding
invoice information, increased visibility and control.

all aspects of your project’s compliance with internal
policies or external legal frameworks. Whether your
projects are big or small, Sunrise ITSM allows you to
see their current status at a glance, manage tasks and
issues to tight deadlines, deliver against your milestones,
and get back under control. With Sunrise ITSM Project
Management you’ll always have the right project
information on hand exactly when you need it, saving you
both time and money.

Event Management

Order Management incorporates a comprehensive
procurement approval process, and inbound deliveries can
be easily added to the Configuration Item database.

See through the “noise” of constant alerts from your
monitoring tools. Monitor the most critical issues with your
IT equipment and generate new incidents or changes when
event thresholds are exceeded.

Project Management

• Create event rules that automatically add Incidents
or even Changes

Sunrise ITSM supports your need for improved project
management by providing centralised management of all
aspects of any project, giving you improved visibility and
control and helping you to make better-informed project
decisions. Integrated fully with Sunrise ITSM’s Audit
capabilities, your projects can be regularly audited and
monitored, providing comprehensive information covering

• Link events to the Configuration Items (CIs) that
caused them
• Specify thresholds for major events and cut out
the background noise
• Monitor event trends over time and identify
poorly-performing CIs.
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IT Business
Management

Supplier Management
Life’s easier when you have a complete view
of all your suppliers. Receive live updates and
exchange information quickly to ensure full trackand-trace visibility of your supplier’s actions
and their impact on your services. Sunrise ITSM
allows you to:
• Consolidate your supplier details into a
central location with secure access
• Keep track of the important individuals
within each supplier
• Identify the assets provided by your key
suppliers and their warranty status
• Monitor underpinning contracts for all your
suppliers & track their performance over time
• Perform supplier audits to ensure they’re not
contributing to an elevated level of risk.
Sunrise ITSM allows your suppliers to log
into your system where required, giving
them visibility of specific information such
as orders, customers, projects or any other
element you require, ensuring immediate
access to the right information.

Supplier Contract
Management
Managing thousands of contracts spanning
hundreds of partners and suppliers can be a
time-consuming process, especially when they’re
spread over multiple spreadsheets or systems.
Sunrise ITSM allows you to manage your
contracts easily and efficiently in a central
location, tying them to suppliers and the
services or equipment they provide.
With Sunrise ITSM you can keep on top of the
critical workload of contract negotiations and
banish the myriad of spreadsheets containing
approved suppliers and their contracts, improving
productivity and saving you both time and money.

Risk Management
Left unchecked, risks of all sizes can have a negative
impact on an organisation’s operational effectiveness,
reputation, and finances. Sunrise ITSM helps you
build a standardised approach to risk management
across your IT estate, as well as other operational
areas. By proactively managing known risks and
their mitigation strategies you can establish a
clear picture of threats and opportunities to your
operational effectiveness.
Effective risk management ensures you’re better
prepared, promotes a continuous improvement
cycle, and reassures stakeholders. With Sunrise
ITSM you can move away from constantly
firefighting, by improving visibility and identifying
potential gaps and improvements in your
processes to further reduce risk.

Audit Management
Sunrise ITSM provides a single, centralised system
ensuring visible proof that your compliance
obligations are being fulfilled. It manages
internal IT, operational, and supplier audits, as
well as any follow-up audits required to ensure
recommendations are implemented.

Audit Management enables you to:
• Keep a record of all policies, guidelines, clauses
and other supporting documentation affecting
your organisation
• Audit your departments, projects, releases,
risk-mitigating controls and external suppliers to
ensure compliance with policies and regulations
• Build an audit plan including checklists for
specific auditable clauses, and identify
the audit team
• Manage audit observations and nonconformances, and identify corrective
and preventative actions for resolution
• Track the time taken and any costs incurred
during each audit.
Successful auditing provides increased oversight
across an organisation’s business processes and
visibly demonstrates adherence to compliance
obligations. Failure to do so can lead to financial or
reputational losses, and of course affects customer
or employee satisfaction.
Sunrise ITSM reduces the complexity of your
compliance processes, and ensures full traceability
and visibility of all activities and audit results.
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Every feature within Sunrise ITSM has been designed with
usability in mind and customer satisfaction at the heart of it.

Work Orders

Time and Expenses

All organisations depend on external companies, or
individuals, to undertake work on their behalf. From
the smallest of jobs to the largest of contracts,
managing the activities of multiple suppliers is a
complex and challenging process.

Sunrise ITSM tracks expenses across your
IT operations, providing invaluable insight
into your most expensive activities.

Using Sunrise’s Work Orders to instruct field service
technicians, or approved Suppliers, on work to be
completed will ensure that everyone involved has
access to the latest information in a timely manner, so
that the right work is concluded at the right time.
Field service staff, and even approved Suppliers, can
access Sunrise ITSM and keep their Work Orders
up-to-date, either using the browser-based interface
on their laptops, tablets or smartphones, or by sending
updates via email. This will enable you to ensure that
Work Orders are completed efficiently and on time.

Using integrated reporting you can analyse both
time spent and expenses to establish clear cost
goals and transparency, and reduce the likelihood
of stumbling across hidden support costs and
unexpected time sinks.
Sunrise ITSM provides detailed tracking of all
time and expenses incurred during all aspects of IT
operation, helping you to streamline activities, save
time and effort in managing expenses and keep a
track of the true costs of support .
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Training and Skills
Streamline training requests and the approval process, and provide a
complete picture of all delivered training and the skills acquired by your
technology team, with the help of Sunrise ITSM.
Sunrise ITSM allows you to track the training courses that your employees
have attended, as well as the skills that they learned along the way.
In addition, delegates can request attendance to courses via the
Self-Service portal; training dates; course outlines, costs and
suppliers can all be managed from one central location.
Keeping track of your team’s skills and training requirements will keep them
motivated and happy, whilst ensuring that they are maintaining the skills
and knowledge needed to deliver the customer service you expect.
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Service Contract Management

An Integrated platform

Managing service contracts between your
organisation and your customers can be a timeconsuming process. With Sunrise ITSM, service
contracts can be centrally managed and tied to
the services provided. Sunrise ITSM’s defined
process of internal and legal review, including
termination and expiration of contracts, provides
a framework from which all contracts and costs
can be managed easily and efficiently.

Sunrise ITSM includes both SOAP and REST
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs),
allowing your Service Management platform
to integrate with other applications across
your IT estate and beyond.

What’s more, with automatic notifications of
contracts deadlines and costs, Sunrise ITSM
allows organisations to keep on top of the
critical workload of contract negotiations.
It can assist in the reduction of costs through
performance analysis under the terms of
previous and current contracts, allowing
for renegotiation of contract terms.

From well-known social media platforms like
Twitter that allow you to automatically log
issues via social media, to other businesscritical applications which need to share
data with your Service Desk, Sunrise ITSM
has all the connectivity you will ever need.
Ease of integration ensures greater
visibility of critical information across your
organisation, creating faster information
sharing, and a more effective business
process across multiple technology silos.

Sunrise ITSM

Reporting
and Analytics

Knowledge is power. With a wide range of
easy-to-access reporting options available
with your Sunrise ITSM solution you will have
the data you need, when you need it.

Dashboards
Having access to the important information your
teams need to perform is vital. Sunrise ITSM
provides you with complete control over the
layout and display of your information, through
an unlimited number of completely configurable
dashboards with eye-catching gadgets
that simplify access to the most important
information and statistics.

Service Desk Institute
Performance Results reports
For those working towards the Service Desk
Institute’s (SDI) accreditation, Sunrise ITSM
features SDI-accredited performance results
reports which will form part of the evidence
pack needed as you work towards best
practice Service Desk operation.

Management Reporting
A range of powerful management reports provide
a deep insight into valuable historical data and
support you when you need to show value to your
shareholders. Sunrise ITSM’s internal report
designer allows both graphical and tabular reports
to be designed with ease then published so that
others can share the report.

Wallboards
Sunrise ITSM takes data display to a whole
new level. Using Wallboards, you can have realtime visibility of your core metrics in an easily
digestible and highly graphical manner. These
enable you to identify long term trends and react
to operational spikes as they happen, helping
your team to become more proactive. You can
even publish a Wallboard to management, or
make it public by displaying your stats proudly
on a wall for everyone to see.

Sunrise ITSM features a range of powerful management reports.
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Don’t take our word for it…

“Because Sunrise ITSM is simple and
flexible to use, we can now do everything
very quickly, demonstrably boosting IT
efficiency and significantly accelerating
user response times.”

“For us Sunrise were the clear choice.
The system has a broad range of features
and functions and it was the most cost
effective answer to our needs.”

The full package

Gary Devaney , IT Service Manager
United Biscuits

Sue Keating, Service Performance Lead
Warrington Borough Council

“ We looked at a lot of different solutions and liked the fact that
Sunrise is a UK company with an established business and their
flexible approach meant that we can work with them as partners.”

At Sunrise it is not just about the product. We also pride ourselves on our people and
the service they deliver. From initial design discussions and project implementation
to ongoing support, you can be sure that we will be with you every step of the way.

Scott Fletcher, Chairman & Founder
ANS Group

“The initial Sunrise deployment was so successful that
we decided to expand the technology to our Customer
Service operation.”
Angela Lewis, IT Service Desk & Operations Manager
Palmer & Harvey

So much more than IT...
Due to the flexible nature of the underlying
software platform the use of Sunrise ITSM can
be extended across multiple departments and
business functions, ensuring you the opportunity
to maximise the investment in your Service
Management capability.

Get in touch
Sunrise ITSM is the backbone of your Service
Management operations, enabling you to achieve
your goals and reach new levels of success. To
discuss your requirements in more detail and to
find out exactly how Sunrise can help you reach a
new level of IT Service Management, we invite you
to give us a call on 020 8391 9000 or email us for a
call back at enquiries@sunrisesoftware.com

Take your IT organisation to the
next level with Sunrise ITSM
• Available either on-premise or a resilient cloud-based
Software-as-a-Service
• 100% browser-based user interface, supporting
all modern browsers, including Microsoft Internet
Explorer, Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, and Apple
Safari, with no software to install
• Take your Service Desk with you, wherever you go and
on whatever device you choose
• Out-of-the-box ITIL compatible template ensuring
fast implementation
• Drive down support costs, increase Service Desk
productivity and customer satisfaction with the
Sunrise ITSM Self-Service
• User-configurable dashboards and gadgets ensure
important data is always visible through charts,
gauges and other key performance indicators
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• Gain real-time visibility over critical Service Desk
KPIs with Sunrise Wallboard‘Gamification’ features
to incentivise and motivate Service Desk staff, and
improve customer service
• Open SOAP/REST Application Programming
Interface (API) for complete process integration with
your existing IT environment
• Fully integrated project management gives you
improved visibility and control and helps you to make
better-informed project decisions
• Gain visibility over inherent risks within processes
and projects and monitor mitigating controls with
Risk Management
• Ensure process and legislation compliance with Audit
Management
• Locate associated Incidents and knowledge articles
easily and quickly with the help of dynamic searching.
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Get in touch
Sunrise Software
50 Barwell Business Park
Leatherhead Road, Chessington
Surrey KT9 2NY, United Kingdom
www.sunrisesoftware.com

www.sunrisesoftware.com

T +44 (0) 20 8391 9000
F +44 (0) 20 8391 0404
E enquiries@sunrisesoftware.com
Follow us on Twitter – @SunriseSoftware
Find us on Facebook – sunrisesoftwareuk
linkedin.com/company/sunrise-software_216430

